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Not Responding. It looks fun i really want to play it maybe i havent looked into this game to mutch but it has so mutch potential
it reminds me of game called halo wars if you could make it like that but not copyed i think this game will have alot of potential
but right now i am finding it difficult to play i only recomend if you have the time to learn the controlls of the game.

i will change my review once the game has updated. E.Wolf's Downloadable Content

I recommend this DLC. The new maps are good and I especially enjoyed Departed with it's incredible detail and colorful theme.
The new Extinction map is dark and terrifying and expands greatly on the Extinction story.. It has loli Iffy and loli compa what
else would you buy this dlc for?. This is my type of game. I love the game that is romance and fighting. I love it
Also I will keep playing this game till end.
. Game crashes even after running server.exe. and updating Java.

Very disappointed. They keep making bad games these days. Not recommended. Of course they will release a patch but the
damage has been done.. Fun was over before it started felt like but a good game. :). Like the sport itself, this game requires
some patience and study. Work through it a bit and you will uncover the extraordinary depth of 'World Boxing Manager'. It is at
once fairly easy to master and so challenging that you'll have to tear yourself away from it. This is not one of those silly games
where you play it for a day or two and forget it. It is a simulation that will keep you coming back day after day. The price? As of
this writing, it's less than an Abe Lincoln and worth much more. FIVE STARS OF FIVE!. Just like MTG card game. Although
this is a little gem, don't buy it at 10 $\/\u20ac. It's only 3 hours long. So wait untill you see it in a sale, and then just instantly
buy it.
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Best video ever. Hi,

I take this bundle and cannot come my premium item chest i need a fast help. (i dont know how to take support helping)

Thx. A fun simple gain at a very fair price, what else can i say?

The concept is simple, the game is quite fun if you like rail shooters and there are no major issues or problems that i could see.
It's great to kill some time or just vent up a bit, and you can get lost in it quite easily without worrying much about anything else
And at the fair price it's sold, there's really no reason why you shouldn't get it and try it out too =D. Amazing soundtrack, worth
its price tag. WE
SOM KINNA. Second time of use and no longer working. Game won't launch.. Buggy and Janky Gem, though buying the
"Convoy Bundle" I secured the game for only $10 and it's very fun and worth that much, easily. Developer is responsive on
Discord and the community is pretty helpful there. Once the bugs get ironed out (the little menu bug is bad, I almost refunded
the game!) And some features get fleshed out (c'mon templates!) This game will be worth $20. As of now it might be a wait and
see for most people, though it's enjoyable if you want a spaceship buildy shooty trady game.. Dechipering a mysterious book is
the centre of this well-written story. Though contains the usual medieval-fantasy adventure tropes, the plot is very well paced
and developed for each chapter without being dull. The side-characters are also interesting, even the ones having minor roles.
For the price we pay, it is a very well worth adventure. Almost every decision have note-worthy effect. Only flaw is multiple
numbers of stats that come into account for decision making, sometimes the phrasing kind of confuses me which stats come into
account for the choice. If we can grasp that, the game becomes very enjoyable.
9.5\/10. For a buck, i figured why not, and gave this game a try. I looked up slip gate to see what they're all about, and they are a
new studio with only one published tittle, so i didn't expect much out of them. There is quite a few issues that turn me off, the
crazy looking dudes that spawn out of no where seem to be to sudden, would rather have more of a creepy sneak up effect on
me so i don't fall out of the experience. There could of been some more polishing and a bit more to the evil ending. But, the
game seems to be a crowd pleaser when i have get togethers. When freinds come by, i typically show them this game first, as it
is an easy transition into VR and my friends and I can tickle or poke the player as they go through the experience. Use this game
on girls, they scream alot!

I tend to be more critical on games like QuiVr or RawVR (awesome games), of which i pay a premium for, and i could point out
a lot of faults in Final Rest. But, hey it's a dollar and i actually got a few fun run throughs with my friends. So, i'm actually
giving this game a like.
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